AT A GLANCE
- True and uncompromised display with support for two 1920x1200 high-resolution DVI displays.
- Full USB and high-definition audio peripheral support
- Simple, efficient and low cost computer resource management.
- Complete control over asset and data security
- No additional drivers and complete independence of application software and operating systems
- Optimal ergonomics at the desktop with a fully stateless, low power and fan-less Desktop Portal
- Easily integrates into existing end-user environments

FEATURES
- No additional drivers required.
- Completely OS independent.
- All applications run as normal.
- Based on TERA1202 Processor.
- DMS-59 connector for connection to a DVI capable graphics card.
- RJ45 connector supports 10/100Mbit or 1Gbit Ethernet network connectivity
- PCIe x1 low profile form factor.
- 128MB XDR memory.

DIMENSIONS & INTERFACE
- DMS-59 Interface
PRODUCT MEASUREMENTS
- Weight: .45pounds
- Lenght: 6.565in
- Height: 2.18in